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Abstract 

In this paper we induced some results which are make connection between the 
concept of groupoid and the quotient group. Further, we introduce some new 
properties to the idea of groupoid in quotient group (quotient group-groupoid). 
Moreover, we give definitions to topological quotient group-groupoid and 
product of quotient group-groupoids and discuss some possessions to these 
definitions. 
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0. Introduction  

Indeed, Mucuk [8] introduced the definition of quotient group-groupoid from the fact 
that; the group-groupoid is equivalent to crossed module. Actually, we need more 
explain to this definition to explorer and construction some new properties and 
notions based to this definition. 

As in group theory, we discuss the relationship between the group-groupoid and 
normal subgroup-groupoid through the concept of quotient group to induce some 
results which are related to new form to the definition of groupoids in quotient group 
(quotient group-groupoid) and study some new properties to the idea of this 
definition. 
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Also in this article we introduce a definition to topological quotient group-groupoid 
and induced some properties of this definition over the notion of topological quotient 
group theory and construct the form of product quotient group-groupoids. 

 

1. Preliminaries 

A groupoid [2]G is small category consists of two sets G and GO , called respectively 

the set of elements (or arrows) and the set of objects (or vertices) of the groupoid, 

together with, two maps , : G  GO , called respectively the source and target 

maps, the map  : GO  G, written as  (x)= 1 x , where 1 x is called the identity 

element at x in GO , and   is called the object map and the partial multiplication map, 

 : GGG 


 written hghg ),( , on the set, 

 )()(:),( hgGGhgGG 





. 

These terms must satisfy the followings axioms: 

1.  ( hg  ) =  (h) and ( hg  ) = (g), 

2. ( hg ) k=g  (h  k),  

3. xxx  )1()1(  , 

4. g )(1 g =g and )(1 g
g=g, for all g, h, k G and GOx . 

 

    For a groupoid G, we will denote to the inverse map by; 

  5. GG : , such that 1 gg .  

 

     A morphism of groupoids H and G is a functor, that is, it consists of a pair of 

functions GHf :  and GHf OOO :  such that; 

1. ),()()( bfafbaf    

2. 11 )()(   afaf , 

3. ,.. HfG Of   HfG Of  ..  , 

4. ... fGH Of   Where ba   is defined. 

 

    A subgroupoid of G is a subcategory H of G which is also a groupoid.  We say that, 

H is full (wide) subgroupoid if for all HOyx ,  then, y
xG y

xH ( ).GH OO   
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   Moreover, H is called normal subgroupoid if H wide and )()( 1 yHaxHa   or 

)()(1 xHayHa   for any GOyx ,  and y
xGa . 

 

2. Group-groupoid 

 In fact the notion of group-groupoid is equivalent to many concepts in category 
theory and we present these concepts as follows, the cross modules, internal category 
in group and the group object in category of groupoids see [9]. The following 
definition and properties introduced by [3]. 

 

Definition 2.1 A group-groupoid G is a groupoid endowed with a group structure   
such that the following maps which are called respectively addition, inverse and unit, 
are morphism of groupoids: 

1. ,: GGGm    ,),( ghhg   group multiplication, 

2. ,: GGu   ,)( gg  group inverse map,  

3.   ,: Ge  where    is singleton.  

 So, by (3) if the identity for the group structure on GO  is e then, e1 is the identity for 

the group structure on the arrows of G. In group-groupoid G for ,, Ghg   the groupoid 

composite is denoted by hg  when )()( hg   and the group addition by gh .  

 

 A morphism of group-groupoids HGf :  is a morphism of the underlying 

groupoids preserving the group structure. The following Proposition a pear in Brown 
and Spencer [3].  

 

Proposition 2.2 Let G be a group-groupoid. If ),( zyGb  and ),( yxGa , then 

1. abababab yyeyeyy 1)1)(1)1(()1(1)1(   .  

2. yxaa aaa 1111 )()(
1 

 . 

 

Definition 2.3[7, Definition 2.1] Let G be a group-groupoid and GH  . Then H is a 

subgroup-groupoid of G if  ),,,( HOH  form a group-groupoid.  

 Further, H is wide if GH OO   and  full if  ),(),( yxGyxH   for all HOyx ,

Moreover, if H is a subgroup-groupoid and the set of arrows of H is normal subgroup 
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then the set of objects HO  is normal subgroup [7, Proposition 2.5]. So, H is called 

normal subgroup-groupoid see also [8, Definition 3.10].  

 

The following definition appears in [5]. 

 

Definition 2.4 A topological group-groupoid, is a group-groupoid G with a 

topologies on G and GO  such that all the morphisms of group-groupoid are 

continuous, that is: m, u, , , ,  and . A morphism of topological group- 

groupoids HGf :  is continuous.  

 

3. Quotient Group-groupoid  

In this section we study the properties of quotient group on group-groupoid to define 
the concept of quotient group-groupoid. 

 

       Let G be a group and H be normal subgroup of G. The group HG  is called the 

quotient group and the map Gq: HG such that  gHg  is called quotient map 

[4].  

 

Propostion 3.1 Let G be a group-groupoid and H be a normal subgroup-groupoid of 

G then GG

  is a subgroup of GG  and HH


 is a normal subgroup of 

GG

 . 

Proof. Let GGthrg

),(),,( . Since  , and u are morphisms of groups, then 

 )()()()( tthh   implies that ),( th GG

  then ),( trhg .GG


  

  Similarly, we can show that HH

  is a subgroup of GG


 . 

To prove that HH

 is a normal subgroup of GG


 . Let, GGrg


),(  and 

,),( 21 HHhh

 then we have that )()( 21 rrhggh   and this implies that, 

),)(,)(,( 21 rghhrg ),( 21 rrhggh .HH
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 From above result, we define the set,  )()(:),( rgHHrgHHGG 





 

with the multiplication on it as, 


HHrgHHrg


),(),( 2211 .),( 2121 HHrrgg
 
  

 

       So, it is clear that HHGG
 
  is a group (quotient group). Further, this leads 

to define a quotient map, HHGGGG




: , HHrgrg





 ),(),( . Its 

easy to see that  is well-defined, onto and homomorphism. 

 

Proposition 3.2 Let G be a group-groupoid and H be a norrmal subgroup-groupoid 

then, .)( HHHHGGHHGG 
 

 

Proof. . Define HHHHGGGGh 


)(:


, HHrgrgh  ),()),((  its easy 

to see that h is onto and homomorphism of groups. Further, we have )(hKer  

 HHrghGGrg 


),(:),(
  

 HHrgGGrg 


),(:),(


.HH
 


 

So, it’s obvious that .)( HHHHGGHHGG 
 

 

 

Proposition 3.3 Let G be a group-groupoid and H be a normal subgroup-groupoid of 

G then,  ,)()(:),( rgrHgHHGHG 





is a subgroup of .HGHG   

Proof. Clear. 

 

Proposition 3.4 Let G be a group-groupoid and H be a normal subgroup-groupoid of 

G then, HHGGHGHG
 
   are isomorphic groups. 

Proof. Define, HGHGGG




: , ),(),( rHgHrg   then   is well-

defined, homomorphism and onto and  ),(),(:),()( HHrgGGrgKer 





 ),(),(:),( HHrHgHGGrg 


= .HH
 
 Then we have the following 

isomorphic, .HHGGHGHG
 
  

 

Remark 3.5 From above result we can define the isomorphism groups as, 
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,: HHGGHGHG
 
 ,),(),( HHrgrHgH

 
  also we have  

1 


HHGG


: ,HGHG
 
 ).,()),(( rHgHHHrg 


 

 

 

Proposition 3.6 Let G be a group-groupoid, and H be a normal subgroup-groupoid 

of G then 


HHGG


 : HG such that HrgHHrg )()),(( 


  is onto 

morphism of groups. 

Proof.  Well-defined; Suppose that, HHrgHHrg
 
 ),(),( 2211 then, we have,

.),( 1212 HHrrgg

 Since H is a normal subgroup-groupoid then Hrrgg 1212   

and  ,))(( 1122 Hrgrg   implies that, Hrg )( 11  = .)( 22 Hrg    

 Homomorphism; 

 )),(),(( 2211 HHrgHHrg




 )),(( 2121 HHrrgg





  Hrrgg )( 2121   

)( 11 rg  Hrg )( 22  Hrg )( 11  Hrg )( 22  )),()),(( 2211 HHrgHHrg




  

where, .),(),,( 2211 GGrgrg

   

Onto;  

Let HGgH   since, .)1( )( HggH g Then there is HHg g




)1,( )( in  

HHGG
 
 such that, 


))1,(( )( HHg g


 .)1( )( gHHg g   

 

In the following proposition we define the set rHgH  as; 

  .)()(,,: 2121 rgHhhrhghrHgH     

 

Proposition 3.7Let G be a group-groupoid and H normal subgroup-groupoid then, 

.)( HrgrHgH    

Proof. Suppose that 21 rhgh  rHgH  then )()( 21 rhgh   and since the source 

and target maps are morphism of groups then we have, )()()()( 21 hrhg   and 

 )()( rg    then, )()( 21 hh   implies that, 21 rhgh  Hrghhrg )())(( 21   , 

Implies that,                        )1(..........)( HrgrHgH    
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Conversely, suppose that Hrghrg )()(   .  Since, 

 )1)(()( )(hhrghrg  )(1 hrgh  .rHgH   

Then we have,                      )2.........()( rHgHHrg    

From (1) and (2) we have, HrgrHgH )(   . 

 

Proposition 3.8 Let G be a group-groupoid, and H be a normal subgroup-groupoid 

of G then HGHGHG 


 :'
such that rHgHrHgH ),('  is onto 

morphism of groups. 

Proof. From Proposition 3.7, we note that ' is well-defined. 

Homomrphism; 

)),)(,(( 2211
' HrHgHrHg  

= ),(( 2121
' HrrHgg  

HHrrHHgg 2121   

= )( 22 HrHg   

).,(),(( 22
'

11
' HrHgHrHg   

 

Onto;  

Suppose that HGgH  then since, HgHgH g )(1 then there is 

HgH g )(1,(  ) in HGHG

 such that, )1,( )(

' HgH g .1 )( gHHgH g   

 

In the following we introduce a definition to quotient group-groupoid similar to [8, 
Definition 3.18] at most.  

 

Definition 3.9 Let G be a group-groupoid and H be a normal subgroup-groupoid of G. 

Then, ),( HG OOHG  and the following maps called quotient group-groupoids. 

1.The source map, ,:'
HG OOHG  HOggH )()('   , 

2.  The target map, 
,:'

HG OOHG  HOggH )()('   , 
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3.  The object map, ,:' HGOO HG   ,1)(' HxO xH   

4.  The multiplication map, 


HGHG


 :' HG , ,),((' rHgHrHgH                      

5. The inversion map groupoid, :' ,HGHG   ,)( 1' HggH   

6. The multiplication group, HGm :' HG ,HG .),(' grHrHgHm   

7. The inverse map group, HGu :' ,HG  .)(' HggHu


  

 

Remark 3.10 We note that from a bove definition, 

1. All maps are well-defined, 

2. The quotient map Gq : HG are morphism of groupoids, 

3. From (4). Suppose that, HGHGrHgH
 
),(  then we have )()( rg  

which implies that, )1......(..........)()( HH OrOg    

 
Also, from the definition of source and target maps in quotient group-groupoid, we 

have respectively, )(' gH HOg)( and )(' rH .)( HOr ……(2) 

 

So, from (1) and (2) we have, )(' gH ).(' rH  

 

   We note that from Proposition 3.4, Propositions 3.6, 3.7 and Proposition 3.8 that, 

.'   

 

Remark 3.11 From Definition 3.9, we have the following illustration; 

 Since HGGq : and HGGq OOOO : are quotient maps then from the 

following commutative digram, 

 

HG

O

G

q

OOO

HGG

q




,'' 

 

We have, ,)()(' HOggH   HOggH )()('   and .1)(' HxO xH   Further, 

the inversion map from, 
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HGG

HGG

q

q






'

 

Such that, .)( 1' HggH   

 

Also, the constructions of multiplication map ' come from the following digram,  

 

HGHGHG

q

GGHHGG











'










 

See Remark (3.5).  

 

Proposition 3.12 Let HG be quotient group-groupoid then,  

1. rHgH ,11 )()( rHgrHHgH gg    

2. 1)(gH HgHH gg )()( 11  .11 )()( Hg gg   

Proof. Clear. 

 

Remark 3.13 There is another way to prove the Proposition (3.7). 

Want to prove that, .)( HrgrHgH     

 

Since,                              .11 )()( rHgrHHgHrHgH gg    

On the other hand,          .1)( )( rHgHrg g  

So, we have,                   .)( HrgrHgH    
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Proposition 3.14 Let HG be a quotient group-groupoid. Then it's satisfies the 

interchange law. 

Proof.  Let, Grgba ,,,  where )( ab and )( rg  are defined then, 

 ))(( rHgHaHbH   

HraHab )()(   

Hrgab ))((   

Harbg )(   

 = arHbgH   

= ).()( aHrHbHaH   

 

Proposition 3.15 Let HG be a quotient group-groupoid. Then the following,   

1. HGm :'  HG HG such that grHrHgH ),( ,  

2. HGu :' HG such that HggH


  are morphisms of groupoids. 

Proof. 1.Observe that,  ),()),(),(( '' bHaHrHgHmbHrHaHgHm     

= HbaHrgbHaHrHgH )()())((     

= HrbgaHbarg )())((    

= rbHgaH  )()( rHbHgHaH   

).,(),( '' bHrHmaHgHm    

Also we have, 1'11111' ),()(),(   bHaHmHabHbaHbHam . 

 Further, '' .m ,. ''  mO '''' ..   mOm  and ... ''''
mOm    

 

2. Similar above, )()()( ''' bHuaHubHaHu   . 

    Also, 1'1' )()(   aHuHau .  

    Moreover, ,.. '''  uOu  ''' ..  uOu   and ... '''
uOu    

 

Proposition 3.16 Let HG be a quotient group-groupoid. Then ''' ,,  and 
'

are morphism of groups. 
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Proof. First of all we have,  HH OrgOgrgrHgHrH )()()()()( '' 

.)()( HH OrOg   On the other hand, HH OrOgrHgH )()()()( ''   . Then,  

)(' gHrH ).()( '' rHgH   

Also since, HHH OgOggHOgHggH )()()()()()( '''   .Then 

we have, .)()( '' gHgH   So, 
' is a morphism of groupoids and similar we can 

show that 
' is morphism of groups. Moreover, it’s easy to see that )(' gHrH

),()( '' rHgH  and .)()( '' gHgH    

 Also,  HyOxO xyHH 1)(' ),()( ''
HH yOxO  and )(' HxO

 HH xx
11 .)(' HxO Therefore, the inversion and object maps are morphisms 

of groupoids. 

 

Example 3.17 Let G be a group. Observe that GG  is a group-groupoid with the 

object set G and the morphims are the pairs ),( ba . The source and target maps are 

defined by bba ),(  and aba ),( , the composition   of groupoid is defined by 

),(),(),( cacbba   and the group multiplication is defined by ),(),)(,( bcadcdba  . 

Also, the object map defined ),()( aaa  .Therefore, GG  is a group-groupoid. 

Now, let H be a normal subgroup in G. Then HH  is normal subgroup-groupoid in

GG .  So, HHGG   is a quotient group-groupoid with the object set .HG  and 

the morphims are the pairs HHba ),( . The source, target and object maps are 

defined by  )),((' HHba bHHba ),(  , aHHHba  )),((' and defined the 

object map HHaaaH  ),()('  respectively. The composition   of quotient group-

groupoid defined as;  HHcbHHba ),(),(  )))(,(),(( HHcbba  .),( HHca   

 Further, the group multiplication;  HHcdHHba ),(),( .),( HHbcad   Also, 

inverse group map; .),()),((' HHbaHHbau  Moreover, the inversion map 

groupoids defined as, .),()),((' HHabHHba   

  

Proposition 3.18 Let KGf :  be onto morphism of group-groupoid, then Kerfis 

normal subgroup-groupoid, where .)( Kerff OOKer    

Proof. Since Kerfand KerfO are normal subgroup. Then we need to prove that Kerf

is a subgroupoid. Let Kerfba , such that ba defined then, 
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1. .111)()()( eeebfafbaf    

2. .1)1())(()( 111
eeafaf  

 
 

Proposition 3.19 Let KGf :  be onto morphism of group-groupoids, H be a 

normal subgroup-groupoid such that .KerfH  Then there exist a unique onto 

morphism of group-groupoids KHGh :  such that qhf  , where q is a 

quotient map and HG is a quotient group-groupoid. 

Proof. Define,                                  )()( gfgHh   

It’s easy to see that h a unique morphism of groups. Further, we need to prove that h 
is a morphism of groupoids.  

Let, ).()()()()()()( rHhgHhrfgfrgfrHghrHgHh    

Also,                          .)())(()())(( 1111   gHhgfgfgHh  

 

Further,

),())(()()()( ' gHOgOOgOgfgHh hGqhGfKK    

 

Similar we have,                       ).()( ' gHOgHh hK    

Moreover,                                            .'
hK Oh    

 

Remark 3.20 From a bove proposition if ,KerfH   then h will become an 

isomorphism of groups [4]. So, we will call to a bijection morphism of group-
groupoids it an isomorphism group-groupoids. 

 

Proposition 3.21 Let G be a group-groupoid and H and K are normal subgroup-
groupoid then,  

1.HK is a normal subgroup-groupoid in G, where  .KHHK OOO    

2. KH  is normal subgroup-groupoids, where .KHKH OOO   

Proof. 1. Since HK is a normal subgroup then it’s enough to prove that HK is a 

subgroupoid. Let HKba , such that ba  defined then,  2211 khkhba    

))(11)((1 22)()(1122)(11
1111

khkhkhkh
khkh   implies that, .HKba   Further, it’s 

clear that, .)( 1
1

1
1

1
11

1 HKkhkha   So, HK is normal subgroup-groupoid.  
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2.Clear.  

 

Proposition 3.22 Let H and K are subgroup-groupoid in a group-groupoid G, where 

H is a normal subgroup-groupoid  and HG is a quotient group-groupoid then,  

1. H is normal subgroup-groupoid of HK, 

2. KH  is normal subgroup-groupoid of K, 

3. There is isomorphism group-groupoid between KHK  and .HKH  

Proof. 1 and 2 clear. 

3.Let HKHHkHk 21 , such that 21 kk  is defind then, HkHk 21 

.)( 21 HKHHkk  Also, we have .)( 11 HKHHkkH   Then, HKH is 

a subgroup-groupoid and similar we can prove that, KHK  is a subgroup-

groupoid of G. Now define, ,: HKHKf  .)( kHkf  Then f is onto morphism 

of groups. Also, f is a morphism of groupoids from the following commutative 
digram: 

 

HHK

O

K

f

OOOO

HKHK

f


 ''' 

      

            

Further, we have, ),()()()( 21212121 kfkfHkHkHkkkkf   and

.)()()( 1111   kfkHHkkf  Also, by the second fundamental theorem of 

group isomorphism we have, HHKKHK : where KHfKer )(  

an isomorphism of groups and it is easy to see that  is a morphism of groupoids. 

 

4. Toplogical Quotient Group-groupoid 

In this section we introduce the definition of toplogical quotient group-groupoid and 
discuss some of its properties. Let G be a topological group [1], and H be a normal 

subgroup, since the quotient map HGGq : is continuous, open and onto then, 

HG topological group such that:   

HGm :' HG ,HG  grHrHgH ),( , and 

HGu :' ,HG  HggH


 are continuous. 
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In the following we consider G is a group-groupoid, H is a normal subgroup-groupoid 

and HG is a quotient group-groupoid. 

 

Definition 4.1 A groupoid in topological quotient group (topological quotient group-

groupoid) is a quotient group-groupoid HG  with a topologies on the set of arrows 

HG and the set of objects HG OO  such that all the morphisms of a quotient group-

groupoid are continuous, that is: ',m  ',u  , ', ' , ' ,
'  and 

'.  

 

Proposition 4.2 Let G be a topological group-groupoid and H be a normal subgroup-

groupoid. Then HG is topological quotient group-groupoid. 

Proof. Since HG is topological group. Want to prove that ', ' , ' ,
'  and 

'  are 

continuous; Since,   qOq'  then ', is continuous from the fact that q' is 

continuous and q  is a quotient  map. In similar way it is easy to see that ' , 
' and 

' are continuous.  It remains to prove that ' . Define, 

 

HGHHGG

q

GGG




















 

Such that  q  where q and   are quotient maps. Then it’s clear that  is 

continuous. Moreover, HHGGHGHG
 
 :  is a continuous and 

since   ' then we have ' is continuous. 

 

Example 4.3 Let G be a topological group-groupoid then we have the set,  

)()()( 11 eeeGH     is normal subgroup-groupoid with one object  .eOH 

Then HG  is a topological quotient group-groupoid such that the set of arrows is 

HG and the set of objects is HG OO . The source, target and object maps defind,

),()(' aaH    )()((' aaH    and Hx x1)('  are continuous. Moreover, the 

inversion map, HaaH 1' )(   and the multiplication   map; 
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HGHG


 :' ,HG  ),(' bHaH bHaH  Hba )(   are continuous and 

 the set of arrows HG  and the set of objects HG OO are topological quotient groups.  

 

Proposition 4.4   Let HG be a topological quotient group-groupoid.Then the set of 

arrows HG and the set of objects HG OO are topological groups. 

Proof. Clear. 

 

Definiton 4.5 Let HGf :  be a continuous morphism of topological group-

groupoids. Then f called topological isomorphism group-groupoid if and only if its 
bijection and open.  

 

Proposition 4.6 Let HGf :  be onto continuous morphism of topological group-

groupoids. Then HfKerGh )(:  is a continuous ismorphism group-groupoids 

such that qhf  , where q is a quotient map and )( fKerG is a quotient group-

groupoid.Moreover, h is topological isomorphism  group-groupoids if and only if f is 
open map. 

Proof. Since qhf  then its clear that h is continuous and isomorphism of group-

groupoids see Proposition (3.19) and Remark (3.20) Also, if h is open and since q is 

open and qhf  then  f is open. Conversley, suppose that f is open then since q is 

quotient map its easy to see that h is open.  

 

  Proposition 4.7   Let G be a topological group-groupoid and H be a normal 

subgroup-groupoid such that HG is a quotient group-groupoid.Then the arrows of 

HG and the objects HG OO are Hausdroff (discrete) if and only if Hand HO are 

closed (open) in G and GO respectively. 

Proof. Clear. See [1, Proposition 3.18]. 

 

Proposition 4.8 Let H and K are subgroup-groupoid in a topological group-groupoid 

G, where H is a normal subgroup-groupoid and let HGGq : the quotient map. 

Then, the bijection HHKKHK : continuous. 
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In topological groupoid G, if the target or the source maps are open then G is called 
interior (open) topological groupoid which means that the other maps in G are open 
maps. 

 

Proposition 4.9 Let HG be a topological quotient group-groupoid. If one of  ,

is open.Then  ', ' and ' are open. 

Proof. Suppose that  is open then   and  are open maps. Since maps q and  qO

are quotients and   qOq'  then it’s clear that ' is open. Also, since ' is open 

and '''   then ' is open. Moreover, since  q   then we have   is open 

see Proposition (4.2) and since '  where  is open map then ' is open. 

 

5.The Product of Quotient Group-groupoids 

Here we define the concept of the product of quotient group-groupoid. 

 Let  IiGi :  be a family of topological group-groupoids then the product 


i

iGG with 
i

GG i
OO form a topological group-groupoid [6, Proposition, 4.1].    

 

      In the following paragrph we introduce the concepts of the product quotient 

group-groupoids. Let  IiHG ii : be a family of quotient group-groupoids where

iH is a normal subgroup-groupoid for all .Ii  Define the set of arrows 





Ii

ii HGG  with the set of objects 



Ii

HGG ii
OOO  such that GO is the set of all 

tuples IiHi i
Ox )( , for each 

iii HGHi OOOx  . The set of arrows is the set of all tuples 

IiiiHg )( , for each ,iiii HGHg  and the composition, multiplication and inverse 

defined respectively; 

 

1. IiiiiIiiiIiii HrgHrHg   ))(()()(  , for each iiiiiiii HGHGHrHg
ii  

),( , 

2. IiiiiIiiiIiii HrgHrHg   )).(().()( ,  for each iiiiiiii HGHGHrHg ),( ,  

3. .)())(('
IiiiIiii HgHgu     

 

Also, we define the object group multiplications; 

4. IiHiiIiHiIiHi iii
OyxOyOx   )).(().()( , 
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for each ),(
ii HiHi OyOx

ii HG OO
ii HG OO . 

 

The source
' , the target ' and the object map 

'  are defined as,  

5. IiiiiIiii HgHg   ))(())(('  , 

6. IiiiiIiii HgHg   ))(())(('  , 

7. IiHiiIiHi ii
OxOx   ))(())(('  . 

 

Also, the inversion map is,            

8. IiiiiIiii HgHg   ))(())(('  . 

 

Further, G satisfies the interchange law, i.e. 

 

))()(( IiiiIiii HrHg   ))()(( IiiiIiii HtHk   = 

Iiiii Hrg ))((  Iiiii Htk ))((   

= )(( ii rg  Iiiii Htk ))(   

= )((( iikg Iiiii Htr ))).(  

= Iiiii Hkg )).(( Iiiii Htr )).((  

= )).()(( IiiiIiii HkHg  )).()(( IiiiIiii HtHr  . 

 

  Moreover, '' ,   and 
' are morphisms of groups; 

))).((()).()(( ''
IiiiiIiiiIiii HrgHrHg    

 = Iiiiii Hrg )).((  

 = IiiiiIiiii HrHg  ))(.())((   

 = ))(().)(( ''
IiiiIiii HrHg   . 

 

Also, we can see that; 

 )).()(('
IiiiIiii HrHg ),)(().)(( ''

IiiiIiii HrHg    
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  ))()(('
IiHiIiiHi i

OyOx ).)())( ''
IiHiIiiHi i

OyOx    

 

Propostion 5.1 Let  IiHG ii : be a family of topological quotient group-

groupoids then the product 
i

ii HGG   is topological quotient qroup-groupoid, 

where iH is a normal subgroup-groupoid for all .Ii  

Proof. The previous discussion indicates that G is a quotient group-groupoid. Also its 
clear that the multiplication and inverse maps of group in the following; 

1. GGGm :' , IiiiiIiiiIiii HrgHrHgm   )).(())(,)((' , 

2. ,:' GGu  ,)())(('
IiiiIiii HgHgu    

are contiuous maps, see[1, pp.237-39].  

 

Further, we have the multiplication map of groupoids; 

3. ' : GGG
Iiii


 )( 

 ,   IiiiiiIiiiIiii HrHgHrHg )())(,)(('   Iiiii Hrg ))((  , 

for each iiiiiiii HGHGHrHg
ii

//),(
 
 , are continuous map from the fact that, 

    ).(''
iiii PPP

ii 



  

Moreover, we have to prove that ''' ,,   and 
'  are all continuous maps. But 

a) ,''
iii PP    

b) iii PPO  '')( 
, 

c) iii PPO  '')(  , 

d) .)( ''   iii PPO  
 

where iii HGGP :  and 
ii HGGi OOOPO :)( are projection maps. Therefore, 

,' '' ,  and 
'  are all continuous maps. This implies that G is a topological 

quotient group-groupoid.                                                                                    
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